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ABSTRACT
Intermittent hypoxia within tumor microenvironments causes pro-oxidative stress impairing oxidative phos-
phorylation (OxPhos) and increases mitochondrial production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). In primary tu-
mors this provokes metabolic reprogramming of both tumor cells and cancer stem cells and emergence of highly 
metastatic cancer cells. Tumor reprogramming is initiated by activating nuclear respiratory factors and hypoxia-
inducible factors in response to changes in oxygen and ROS levels. Hence, hypoxia-induced pro-oxidative stress 
drives invasion and metastasis. However, it is also the Achilles’ heel of metastatic cancer cells because pro-oxi-
dative agents further overload the mitochondria and intracellular milieu with excessive ROS to trigger apoptosis, 
whereas antioxidant agents promote their survival and tumor progression. Herein lies the metastatic tumor cell 
sensitivity to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and we and others have shown that the NSAID 
celecoxib exerts powerful pro-oxidative anticancer effects by directly targeting mitochondria to increase ROS 
production and trigger cancer cell death, including metastatic cancer cells and cancer stem cells. This review 
highlights the considerable benefits from appropriate NSAID use in humans against post-diagnosis metastatic 
tumors and the need to further develop their use as adjuvant therapy for advanced stage metastatic disease 

where they are already showing significantly improved clinical outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer cells and their mitochondria adapt to higher levels of oxidative stress as they emerge from the 
primary tumor to become circulating tumor cells and migrate into the metastatic distant tissues[1-5]. It is 
clear that emerging metastatic cancer cells have undergone not only significant genetic but also metabolic 
changes including activation of their antioxidant systems which promote their survival by helping 
to detoxify heightened reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels to enable eventual metastatic outgrowth 
into diverse sites. In the first part of this review, the evidence for these changes in redox homeostatic 
mechanisms identified for reprogramming into highly metastatic cells and cancer stem cells are discussed. 
The second part of the review is focused on how drugs such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) like celecoxib are able to take advantage of and target the pro-oxidative state of highly metastatic 
cancer cells and cancer stem cells to force them into terminal states of ROS excess thereby activating cell 
death.

The metastatic potential of cancer cells is regulated by their redox status and ROS levels
Several lines of independent evidence have established that the metastatic potential of tumor cells and 
cancer stem cells are directly related to their heightened redox status and greater intrinsic capacity for 
ROS production[1,5,6] which becomes particularly important for metastasis[2,3] [Figure 1]. The conditions 
that cause this development are the culmination of hypoxia generated in expanding primary tumors and 
resulting oxidative stress upregulating the expression and activation levels of two essential transcription 
factor families which allow cancer cells to cope with heightened ROS levels. These are the nuclear 
E2-related factors [a.k.a. nuclear respiratory factors (NRFs) as key regulators of the antioxidant and 
cytoprotective genes][7], that in turn increase expression of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF’s)[8]. Both the 
NRF and HIF families of factors act as crucial rheostat regulators of the redox state, affected by ROS levels 
in cells, and have both been shown to combine together and perform key roles in tumor survival and 
progression under hypoxia[8]. The question is whether it is best to increase or decrease ROS as an anticancer 
therapeutic strategy[6]. However, before addressing the question of anticancer therapeutic strategy, the next 
sections of the review focus on how increased ROS levels reprogram to sustain a heightened state of ROS 
production and greater metastatic potential.

These events are the consequence of major changes occurring at the level of gene expression during this ad-
aptation process and reprogramming which results when the master transcriptional regulator, nuclear re-
spiratory factor 2 (NRF2) becomes activated and is released from the mitochondrial outer membrane to the 
cytosol [Figure 2]. Upon its release NRF2 transits to the nucleus to form heterodimers with other basic leu-
cine zipper (BZIP) family members (such as Maf), binding to antioxidant response elements (AREs) in the 
promoter regions activating the NRF2 target genes[8]. Amongst the over 500 NRF2 target genes are many 
encoding proteins that collectively promote malignant cancer cell survival, such as detoxifying enzymes, 
antioxidant enzymes [including several key proteins of both the reduced glutathione (GSH) and thiore-
doxin (Trx) systems], receptors, transcription factors, metabolic enzymes, p-Akt, proteases, and many 
more (reviewed in[7]). NRF2 activation can cause increased mitochondrial mass[4,9,10] and induction of per-
oxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-alpha (PGC1α) and PGC1β; PGC1α together 
with NRF2 stimulate the expression of the related gene NRF1 (reviewed in[11]). PGC1α has been shown to 
form complexes with NRF2 as a transcriptional coactivator and promotes NRF2 and NRF1 binding to the 
manganese superoxide dismutase, SOD2 gene promoter[12]. Consequently, NRF1 activates nuclear genes 
that encode mitochondrial proteins, including mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM), promoting 
mitochondrial biogenesis[4,13] such that the tumor cells are modified to adopt increased pro-oxidative states 
with greater malignant potential[2,14] [Figure 3].

Early studies showed PGC1α to be a potent stimulator of mitochondrial respiration and gene transcription 
in liver, heart, and skeletal muscle, activated under oxidative stress[15]. It is proposed that mitochondria, 
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as an energy center important for cellular homeostasis, undergo biogenesis as an endogenous protective 
response mechanism designed to cope with ischemic/hypoxic insults and to counteract their detrimental 
effects. In either normal cells, SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma or immortalized mouse myoblast C2C12 cells 
undergoing oxidative stress, wild type p53 levels were shown to increase within several hours to form 
a complex with coactivator PGC1α and activate genes such as NRF1 and NRF2 but without affecting 
proliferation[16] [Figure 3]. Ischemia in the brain has been shown to increase mitochondrial DNA, 
total mitochondrial number and expression of the mitochondrial transcription factors downstream of 
PGC1α (including NRF1 and TFAM), whereas the ensuing reperfusion increases oxidative stress and 
mitochondrial biogenesis[17]. PGC1α is a powerful controller of cell metabolism and maintains a balance 
between production and scavenging of pro-oxidant molecules by coordinating mitochondrial biogenesis, 
promoting oxidative phosphorylation [OxPhos, i.e., mitochondrial adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis] 
and the expression of antioxidants like GSH, although the exact role of PGC1α in cancer is unclear with no 
consistent relationship[18].

In a study of breast cancer cells, PGC1α expression and activation were shown to significantly increase 
mitochondrial biogenesis and OxPhos to promote metastasis[19], and increased PGC1α levels were detected 
in the circulating tumor cells and metastases from a range of different murine cancer models (4T1, 
B16F10 and MDA-MB-231) compared to levels in the corresponding primary tumors. PGC1α was linked 
with greater levels of migratory/invasive cancer cells, increased mitochondrial copy number, respiration 
and OxPhos [Figure 3]. Silencing PGC1α in the breast cancer cells severely decreased copy number 
of mitochondrial DNA and visible mitochondria within the cells, suspended their invasive potential 
and attenuated metastasis without affecting proliferation, primary tumor growth or the epithelial-to-
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Figure 1. Tumorigenesis requires hypoxic driven metabolic reprogramming for metastatic progression. The progression of malignant 
states during carcinogenesis involves changes occurring within the tumor microenvironment, including regions of hypoxia, hypoglycemia 
and acidosis. These regions are where cancer cells evolve into pre-metastatic states after selection by the harmful conditions, resulting 
in the altered capacity for increased ROS production and protection from the greater oxidative stress. Eventually, other mutations (such 
as in cell cycle regulatory proteins, p53 or ARF) occur which allow the cells to adapt by further metabolic reprogramming to emerge as 
highly pro-oxidative metastatic cells. HIF: hypoxia-induced factor; PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 
1-alpha; NRF: nuclear respiratory factor; ROS: reactive oxygen species



mesenchymal transition[19]. Unfortunately, this study did not compare mitochondrial ROS production or 
oxidative stress between primary and metastatic tumors. However, in another study of renal carcinoma, 
overexpressing PGC1α in Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) gene defective, constitutive HIF expressing clear 
cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) impaired cancer cell growth and upregulated expression of antioxidant 
enzymes, but also showed greater ROS levels and oxidative stress[20]. The HIFs were shown to directly 
inhibit PGC1α activity or its expression, reducing oxygen consumption and increased stabilization of 
HIF1α protein caused a switch in metabolism away from PGC1α driven OxPhos to increased glycolysis[20].

It would appear that the reasons for differences in the PGC1α relationship amongst different cancers may de-
pend upon their levels of other factors such as expression of the HIF’s as inhibitors vs. other PGC1α coactiva-
tors such as p53, a transcriptional activator and interactive binding partner of PGC1α [Figure 3]. For example, 
PGC1α mRNA levels were substantially higher in wild-type p53 lung cancer cell lines compared to cell 
lines with p53 loss or missense mutations and siRNA knockdown of PGC1α inhibited cell proliferation 
in wild-type p53 lung cancer cell lines[21]. These results are consistent with p53 binding the PGC1α gene 
promoter, increasing expression[16], thereby protecting the cells after promoting ROS detoxification capaci-
ties to enable cancer cell survival under states of oxidative stress[22], particularly stress from mitochondrial 
ROS[23]. The increased PGC1α complexes with p53, modifying transactivating function [Figure 3] to cause 
cancer cell cycle arrest and activation of metabolic target genes, promoting ROS clearance in response to 
metabolic stress, such as from low glucose[24]. However, loss of PGC1α expression prevents the p53-mediat-
ed ROS clearance, instead enhancing p53-dependent cancer cell apoptosis[24]. Hence, when GSH levels are 

Figure 2. Intermittent hypoxia within the primary tumor microenvironment as a driver of mitochondrial ROS production and metastatic 
reprogramming. Mitochondrial ROS is produced extensively in cells undergoing rounds of intermittent hypoxia. In a similar manner to 
ischaemia/reperfusion in normal cells, the intermittent hypoxia of early primary cancer cells causes readjustments in redox homeostasis 
by increasing ROS activated NRF2 release from the outer redox hub (KEAP1/PGAM5) on the mitochondria, NRF2 transport to the nucleus 
and transcriptional activation of a large number of antioxidant defense response, including the GSH and Trx systems to counteract and 
detoxify the ROS. In addition, Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL are stabilized to promote cell survival under the conditions of pro-oxidative stress. NRF: 
nuclear respiratory factor; ROS: reactive oxygen species; Trx: thioredoxin; GSH: reduced glutathione
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depleted by the gamma-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γ-ECS) inhibitor, buthionine sulfoximine (BSO) or 
other metabolic oxidative stress, increased p53 binds to the PGC1α gene promoter to increase its expres-
sion and together the complex then promotes cellular antioxidant defenses via NRF2-mediated expression 
of antioxidant enzymes such as SOD2 and c-GlutamylCysteine Ligase [a.k.a. γ-ECS, Catalytic subunit of 
the γ-ECS (a.k.a. γ-GCL) enzyme required in the first step of GSH synthesis], increasing GSH synthesis to 
restore redox homeostasis[16]. Knocking down either p53 or PGC1α prevented induction of SOD2 or γ-ECS[16]. 
Hence, loss of p53 function would restrict the ability of cells to defend against oxidative stress. In the lat-
ter study, it should be noted that under conditions where NRF2 was activated by pro-oxidative stress using 
BSO to scavenge GSH, no change was detected in mitochondrial biogenesis and neither NRF1 nor TFAM 
was altered at the protein or mRNA levels[16]. Based on the results of this study, it follows that cancer cells 
with lower GSH/GSSG ratios and a more pro-oxidative status such as that commonly found in metastatic 
tumor cells[1-3,5,6], particularly where p53 is either lost or mutated, will not show a strong PGC1α response. 
This is supported by studies of vascular smooth muscle cell responses to oxidative stress (1 mmol/L diethy-
lenetriamine/nitric oxide adduct (DETA/NO) as a nitric oxide donor for 24 h) comparing p53 wild type 

Figure 3. Transcriptional reprogramming of metabolism in cancer cells undergoing hypoxia and oxidative stress causes metastasis. 
The increased mitochondrial and cellular ROS (+) induced by intermittent hypoxia in cancer cells causes metabolic reprogramming. 
Expression levels and activation of key redox regulatory proteins: p53, PGC1α, HIF-1α, KEAP1, NRF2 and ARF leads to increased 
antioxidant gene expression and restoration of redox homeostasis. However, the outcome will depend on factors such as the mutational 
status of the genes encoding these redox regulators and resulting imbalances in their activity with potential to promote increased 
invasiveness, migration, OxPhos and metastasis. It is uncertain what levels of mitochondria will exist inside metastatic cells and will 
depend on the level of the PGC1α/NRF1/TFAM axis represented by the symbol “?” and the bidirectional arrow. The reprogramming into 
metastatic cancer cells is driven by NRF2, mut-p53 and HIF-1α which are critical metastatic biomarkers. HIF: hypoxia-induced factor; 
NRF: nuclear respiratory factor; GSH: reduced glutathione; ROS: reactive oxygen species; TFAM: mitochondrial transcription factor A; 
PGC1α: peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-alpha; KEAP1: Kelch-like ECH associated protein1; NRF: nuclear 
respiratory factor; γ-ECS: gamma-glutamylcysteine synthetase; Trx: thioredoxin; TrxR: thioredoxin reductase
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to p53 null cell responses where higher ROS (2.7 fold greater increase) was produced in cells from the wild 
type p53 mice[25]. The question then is how does the metastatic cancer cell cope with the heightened level of 
oxidative stress, and whether this is related to changes in p53 function.

Recently, mutant p53 (mut-p53) was shown to interact with NRF2, increasing p53/NRF2 complexes 
on select antioxidant response element (ARE) containing gene promoters to activate transcription of 
a specific set of genes, whilst repressing most others[26-28]. In particular, the Trx gene (TXN) is unusual 
along with the thioredoxin reductase (TXNRD1) as mut-p53 activated NRF2 target genes enhancing the 
Trx system with pro-survival and pro-migratory functions in breast cancer cells under oxidative stress, 
while heme oxygenase 1 (HMOX1) is a mut-p53 repressed target displaying opposite effects[26]. Mut-p53 
appears to sequester NRF2 preventing its activity on most of the NRF2 regulated genes impairing its 
canonical antioxidant activities, directly promoting greater ROS accumulation in cancer cells by inhibiting 
expression of the glutamate/cystine antiporter solute carrier family 7 member 11 (SLC7A11, also called 
xCT), a component of the cystine/glutamate antiporter as part of the Xc- system, diminishing cytosolic 
production of GSH[27,28]. Analysis across a cancer cell panel for accumulation of mut-p53 protein showed 
a significant association with increased basal mitochondrial and cytosolic ROS levels, and decreased 
endogenous GSH reserves. Also, consistent with this observation, by overexpressing mut-p53 in cancer 
cells, system Xc- activity and GSH levels were diminished resulting in a heightened level of ROS stress. 
In contrast, knockout of mut-p53 decreased basal ROS levels and conferred protection against H2O2

[27,28]. 
Hence, highly metastatic cancer cells with a mutant form of p53 or as p53 null cells which commonly 
occurs in advanced stages of malignancy would account for many of the cell phenotypes with greater 
mitochondrial ROS production [Figures 3 and 4], ref lected by their lower or higher PGC1α levels and 
related changes in mitochondrial mass.

ARF, the regulator of p53 protein levels in cells by binding the mouse double minute 2 (MDM2) homolog 
to prevent p53 turnover, also exerts its influence in regulating the NRF2 antioxidant system, also bind-
ing NRF2 to inhibit its activation, wherein ARF/NRF2 association prevents cAMP-response-element-
binding protein (CREB) dependent acetylation of NRF2 and binding to target DNA[29]. Hence, ARF/NRF2 
significantly represses NRF2 transcriptional activity and expression of SLC7A11 component of the cystine/
glutamate antiporter Xc-system is dramatically suppressed when ARF is activated, again affecting GSH 
production and causing increased cellular ROS levels in cancer cells, much as mut-p53 does as outlined 
above. Hence, depending on the status of ARF and p53 mutations or deletions in cancer cells, NRF2 acti-
vation would be expected to be heightened in their absence, particularly in cellular states of elevated pro-
oxidative stress via Kelch-like ECH associated protein1 (KEAP1) inactivation, potentially setting up a 
self-perpetuating scenario maintaining higher endemic intracellular ROS levels. Even in cells with wild 
type p53, activated NRF2 binds to an ARE in the MDM2 gene increasing expression[30] that in turn, pro-
motes p53 ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation. Transcription of the SQSTM1 gene encoding the 
p62 autophagy regulatory protein is also stimulated by NRF2[31]. In turn, p62 sequesters KEAP1, thereby 
increasing NRF2 abundance[31] in another self-promoting cycle. Moreover, depending on the levels of oxi-
dative stress, NRF2 together with mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) serine/threonine kinase and 
adenosine-monophosphate-activated-protein-kinase (AMPK) coordinate alternative autophagy dependent 
pathways, with lower stress levels promoting survival whereas higher stress results in cell death[32].

Chemoprevention of carcinogenesis mediated via the KEAP1-NRF2 redox sensory hub
When cells undergo hypoxia, mitochondrial ROS production is promoted in the short term as a by-
product from the respiratory chain[33,34]. Consequently, a number of events ensue ultimately resulting 
in greater activation of NRFs and HIFs. One of the main cell sensors of the oxidative stress resides 
on the outer mitochondrial membrane, comprising a ternary protein complex anchored via PGAM5 
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Figure 4. Antioxidants are effective cancer chemopreventatives until cancer becomes established, when they promote metastatic 
progression, whereas NSAIDs as pro-oxidants are effective by overloading cancer cells with excessive ROS to eliminate metastases. 
Once tumors are established, antioxidants will support and promote the further progression of cancer cells to metastasize. However, the 
opposing pro-oxidants such as the NSAID celecoxib cause excessive ROS overload and induce mass cell death in metastases or sensitize 
metastatic cells to enhanced chemotherapeutic killing. ROS: reactive oxygen species; HIF hypoxia-induced factor; NSAID: non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drug; Trx: thioredoxin; TrxR: thioredoxin reductase
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(histidine mediated serine/threonine phosphatase)[35]. This complex act as a critical redox sensory 
hub consisting of the bound protein, KEAP1 with many redox regulated thiol-cysteine residues in its 
structure available for modification by electrophilic agents, ROS mediated oxidation or other xenobiotic 
compounds. The PGAM5-KEAP1 master redox controller on mitochondria is a pivotal regulatory complex 
involved in the actions of chemopreventive agents that inhibit the development of chemically-induced 
carcinogenesis [Figure 2]. The role of the KEAP1 complex in cancer has already been previously extensively 
reviewed[36-40] and it will not be reviewed further except in relation to mechanisms of action by anticancer 
chemopreventative agents.

The KEAP1 cysteine thiol residues with low pKa values are especially reactive with chemopreventatives 
such as the isothiocyanates[41]. At physiological pH, these cysteines exist as thiolate anions that are 
primed for nucleophilic attack by such electrophilic agents (termed inducers) (reviewed in[42]). These 
thiol modifications disrupt the function of KEAP1 as an anchor or tether holding KEAP1 binding 
proteins such as NRF2, Bcl2 or Bcl-XL in a complex on the outer membrane with PGAM5, as a histidine 
phosphatase involved in regulating these interactions [Figure 2]. KEAP1 is a redox-regulated substrate 
adaptor protein for the Cul3 E3 ubiquitin ligase and together this complex responds to oxidative stress by 
controlling availability of NRF2, as well as Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL pro-survival proteins. Hence, under normal 
redox conditions, KEAP1 targets NRF2, Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL for ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation 
(reviewed in[43]). Upon cellular/mitochondrial oxidative stress, KEAP1 thiols are oxidized and inactivated 
preventing substrate ubiquitination, allowing NRF2, Bcl2 and Bcl-XL stabilization and release [Figure 2]. The 
pro-survival proteins Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL then protect the mitochondria by preventing apoptosis while NRF2 
migrates to the nucleus where it activates cellular antioxidant defense genes to restore redox homeostasis[29]. 
Therefore, the KEAP1 hub is a major regulator of the normal host cell defense responses against oxidative 
stress involved in maintaining the cellular redox balance.

In this regard, KEAP1 functions as a tumor suppressor protein to prevent tumor progression by negatively 
regulating substrates NRF2, IKKβ and Bcl-2/Bcl-XL, consistent with KEAP1 function as a guardian against 
cancer[40,44]. However, when subjected to increased levels of pro-oxidative stress and enhanced ROS lev-
els, irreversible modification of the KEAP1 master regulator either via successively more severe chemical 
oxidation reactions (such as the irreversible transformation of the thiol-cysteine derived sulfenic acid into 
sulfinic or sulfonic acids, Figure 2) or genetic mutations or other chemical modification will occur. The end 
result is blocking of KEAP1 function, constitutive NRF2 activity and increased Bcl-2/Bcl-XL availability 
which together with adaption to heightened ROS levels is commonly found inside highly metastatic tumor 
cells[1-3,5,6]. At this point, use of chemopreventive agents targeting the KEAP1-NRF2 master complex will be 
either ineffectual or could even promote more rapid tumor progression to increase metastatic disease, as 
outlined below.

Constitutive NRF2 mediated HIF activation and reprogrammed state of emerging metastatic cancer 
cells
Mutation and dysregulation of the NRF2-KEAP1 pathway are common events in cancer (reviewed in[40,44]) 
and KEAP1 inactivating somatic mutations have been detected in numerous cancer cells (reviewed in[40]). 
A study by the Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network reported that > 30% of squamous lung carcinomas 
have alterations in the NRF2-KEAP1-CUL3 pathway that result in high, constitutive expression of NRF2 
and that somatic mutations in NRF2 will disrupt its interaction with KEAP1[45]. Epigenetic silencing of 
KEAP1 by hypermethylation of its promoter is found in 53% of colorectal cancers[46]. Thus, the constitutive 
activation of NRF2 common to metastatic cancer cells will result in many major modifications including 
altering the mitochondrial and cytosolic metabolism critical for tumor survival and metastasis[7]. NRF2 
activation prevents cancer initiation[47,48] but in tumor cells promotes cancer progression as invasion, 
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migration[49-51] and metastasis[52-54], and also induces multidrug resistance to chemotherapy by upregulating 
expression of the multidrug resistance proteins (MDR)/P-glycoprotein/ABC drug transporters[55,56]. In this 
regard, NRF2 functions in a similar manner during ischemia-reperfusion of normal tissues in the body[57] 
as well as in the metabolic shift that occurs during induced pluripotent stem cell colony formation with 
reprogramming after an initial burst of OxPhos and increased ROS production which increases NRF2 
before a temporal peak in HIF-1 mediated glycolysis and shuttling via the pentose phosphate pathway[58]. 
In a related fashion a recent study showed that NRF2 activation also promotes the Warburg effect and 
stemness-associated properties of cancer-initiating cells[59].

Although it is well known that NRF2 and HIF-1 signaling are both regulated in response to intermittent 
hypoxia and ROS accumulation [Figures 2 and 3], the evidence suggests that these two signaling pathways 
are not simply linked by cellular context but interact to promote metastasis and play complementary 
roles. For example, in the state of chemoresistance induced by hypoxia they both increase expression of 
the multidrug resistance MDR/P-glycoproteins (reviewed in[8]). The HIF-1 promoter contains two AREs 
and has been shown to be negatively regulated by NRF1 but is probably also activated by NRF2 during 
intermittent hypoxia[60]. However, during constant hypoxia, only HIF-1 is increased but not NRF2[60]. 
Hence, when limiting O2 levels required for OxPhos are available, a build-up in tricarboxylic acid cycle 
intermediate metabolites (such as fumarate, succinate or oxaloacetate) can occur, which inhibits prolyl 
hydroxylase (PHD) activity (reviewed in[61]). The ensuing still relatively low ROS level (i.e., moderate 
oxidative stress) produced by the dysfunctional mitochondria in cells under moderate hypoxia also helps 
inactivate the PHDs[62]. The net effect is to prevent the enzymes such as PHD2 from targeting HIF for 
ubiquination and proteasomal degradation [Figure 4]. Thus, hypoxia results in stabilization and activation 
of HIF-1 as part of the homeostatic mechanism to mediate adaptive responses via altered gene expression 
(reviewed in[63]).

One critical cell-autonomous adaptive response to hypoxia controlled by HIF-1 is to act as a feedback 
regulator to lower mitochondrial mass (by inhibiting PGC1α, as outlined above) and alter mitochondrial 
and cytosolic metabolism (reviewed in[61,64]). Thus, HIF-1 is one of the main factors that mediates 
the adaptive metabolic responses to hypoxia, increasing glycolytic pathway f lux and decreasing f lux 
through the tricarboxylic acid cycle, in order to return mitochondrial ROS production to more normal 
low levels[65-67]. HIF-1 and NRF2 also help mediate increased f lux through the serine synthesis pathway 
and mitochondrial one-carbon (folate cycle) metabolism to increase mitochondrial production of 
antioxidants (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and GSH). In this manner, HIF 
and NRF mediated reprogramming functions to protect cells from excessive oxidative stress and levels 
of mitochondrial ROS production, albeit promoting survival of cancer cells with heightened redox and 
greater oxidative status.

The evidence above provides clear support for mut-p53/NRF2 and HIF-1 in reprogramming metastatic 
cancer cell metabolism by blocking GSH production while increasing the pentose phosphate shunt in order 
to provide the NADPH required for Trx production to compensate for GSH loss and to buffer the resulting 
increased ROS levels in these cells to within a range that is beneficial for tumor progression. In 2015, stud-
ies were undertaken that specifically analyzed the importance of these antioxidant pathways and their role 
in cancer initiation vs. progression[68]. A range of murine cancer models deficient in Gclm (encoding the 
modifier or regulatory subunit of γ-ECS) showed that the inherent decreased GSH production caused de-
layed tumor initiation, invasiveness and progression, consistent with observations across a range of human 
cancers[68]. These studies also examined several drugs such as BSO to inhibit γ-ECS either used alone or 
combined with sulfasalazine (SSA) to block the Xc-glutamate/cystine antiporter and reduce cystine uptake 
or auranofin (AUR) to inhibit the enzyme TrxR. Early BSO (20 mmol/L) treatment in the drinking water 
of young animals dramatically reduced breast cancer burdens in the Gclm-/- mouse models, increasing oxi-
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dative stress damage that was proposed to hinder tumor growth. However, if BSO treatment was delayed 
until after the onset of tumors, then no differences in tumor development were noted. Primary breast epi-
thelial cells isolated from the Gclm-/- mice were resistant to BSO because of a compensatory increase in the 
NRF2-mediated Trx antioxidant pathway, higher CD44, cystine and glutamate levels, as well as increased 
NADPH, but decreased GSH levels[68]. BSO (150 μmol/L) treating human MDA-MB-231 metastatic breast 
cancer cells or a range of other cancer lines in culture similarly increased cystine uptake whereas combin-
ing BSO with SSA (250 μmol/L) or AUR (250 nmol/L) to simultaneously diminish both GSH and Trx in-
duced striking levels of ROS production [detected with 2’,7’ -dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA)] 
and apoptotic cell death. However, antioxidants N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC; 1 mmol/L) or Trolox (250 μmol/L) pre-
vented the cell death[68].

In summary, the results above are consistent with the NRF2-Trx mediated reprogramming of tumor cells 
into cancer stem cells and the emergence of highly metastatic cancer cells, inhibiting the GSH antioxidant 
pathway but increasing the Trx/TrxR antioxidant pathway, ROS production and oxidative stress.

The use of antioxidants in post-diagnosis cancer therapy will be harmful by promoting activation of 
the NRF2-HIF-1 axis, providing insight into the importance of redox status in cancer metastasis
In 2015, an elegant study showed that human patient derived melanoma cell lines transplanted 
subcutaneously, intravenously or into the spleen of NSG immunodeficient mice produced circulating 
melanoma cells and metastases with high levels of mitochondrial ROS production, transmembrane 
electrical potential and NADPH levels via the folate pathway but also lower mitochondrial mass and GSH/
GSSG ratios when compared to that of the primary tumors[69]. As outlined in the previous section, highly 
metastatic tumors are reprogrammed by NRF2-HIF-1 to undergo metabolic changes allowing them to 
increase mitochondrial NADPH levels to help detoxify and thus attenuate or buffer against higher ROS 
and oxidative stress. In the 2015 study, NAC was applied in vivo with the aim of inhibiting ROS in these 
cells and lowering metastasis in their melanoma model, but it failed. To the contrary, systemic treatment 
with NAC enhanced the levels of circulating tumor cells and significantly increased their numbers of 
metastases[69]. Unfortunately, these investigators did not examine the metastases for their levels of NRF2 
expression or ROS level. It should be noted here that several studies have reported that NAC can activate 
NRF2 expression in treated cells[70,71], possibly acting via miR141 to lower KEAP1 expression levels[72].

Although antioxidant therapy was predicted early on to be a potentially effective means for treating 
cancer patients, it became a highly controversial area of debate[3,73], similar to the role of ROS in cancer[74]. 
However, more recent studies like the one above have repeatedly shown that the use of antioxidants can be 
counter-productive and instead accelerate more malignant tumor phenotypes, particularly those associated 
with metastasis[52,69,75,76]. These findings are consistent with the intracellular redox status as playing a crucial 
role in tumor survival, progression and development of the metastatic malignant phenotype[77]. Alternative, 
more natural interventions to treat cancers with antioxidants like NAC or soluble vitamin E (Trolox) 
were originally aimed at decreasing ROS levels as the driver of malignancy. However, such interventions 
were only successful if applied during the early stages of carcinogenesis, as outlined above[68]. In another 
study of mouse models with B-RAF- and K-RAS-induced lung cancers, antioxidants were again shown to 
significantly increase the metastatic potential of pre-existing cancer cells by stimulating tumor progression 
and lowering survival rates[78]. Transcriptome analysis revealed that the structurally unrelated NAC and 
vitamin E produced similar changes, lowering expression of cellular antioxidant genes and increasing 
tumor proliferation by decreasing levels of ROS, oxidative DNA damage and p53 expression in murine and 
human lung tumor cells. Knockdown or inactivation of p53 similarly increased tumor growth and obviated 
the effects of antioxidants. This evidence implies that the use of antioxidants promotes oncogenic cancer 
cell growth once established by inhibiting the ROS-activated wild type p53 axis, which would otherwise 
act to suppress tumor initiation and development by causing cell death. However, once p53 is mutated or 
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deleted then the cell death from greater ROS levels and oxidative stress will be avoided.

In 2015, another study[76] administering NAC also showed increased lymph node and lung metastases in 
the BrafCA/+Ptenfl/flTyr-Cre+/0 mouse model of spontaneous malignant melanoma, but had little impact on 
the number or size of the primary tumors (NAC dose 1 g/liter, ~6 mmol/L changed weekly, correspond-
ing to 114 to 229 mg/kg body weight for an adult male mouse). Similarly, NAC or vitamin E at 200 and 20 
μmol/L respectively increased the migration and invasiveness of human malignant melanoma cells in vitro 
but did not affect their proliferation. Either of these two antioxidants greatly increased the GSH/GSSG ra-
tios in the melanoma cells and in lymph node metastases from the mouse model. The effects of increased 
tumor migration in vitro were inhibited by BSO (1 mmol/L) showing a dependency on nascent GSH syn-
thesis. Furthermore, NAC or vitamin E did not alter the ROS levels detected in treated cells but increased 
the activation of the small guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Ras homolog gene family, member A (RHOA) 
involved in tumor cell migration and invasion and blocking downstream RHOA signaling abolished the 
antioxidant-induced migration. These results confirmed that antioxidants and the GSH system are impor-
tant in enhancing metastatic cancer progression.

It is noteworthy[79] that NAC treatment has been shown to increase activation and protein levels of HIF-1α 
in rat brain after ischemia/reperfusion. In another study of fetal lung alveolar epithelial cells, NAC over the 
range 1-50 mmol/L given as a pretreatment for 24 h dose-dependently enhanced and stabilized the sub-
sequent levels of hypoxia-induced (3% O2 for 4 h) activation of HIF-1α protein, but decreased nuclear p65 
NF-κB and DNA binding activity[80]. Analyses of changes in GSH homeostasis with increasing O2 + NAC 
levels revealed correspondingly increased GSH/GSSG ratios in cultured cells. These results indicate that 
the effects of NAC as an antioxidant will depend on the amount of the agent applied and available levels of 
oxygen and can activate HIF-1 in cancer cells[81].

It should be noted that NAC reacts differently with the various oxyradicals found in cells undergoing pro-
oxidative stress. For example, NAC rapidly reacts with hypochlorous acid or hydroxyl radicals with a rate 
constant of 1.36 × 1010 M-1 s-1 whereas reaction with superoxide (O2

−, 65 M-1 s-1) and H2O2 (0.16-0.85 M-1 s-1) 
is much slower[82,83]. In mitochondria, NAC becomes desulfurated to form H2S, which is subsequently 
oxidized to sulfane sulfur (protein-SH + H2S (from NAC) + 1/2 O2 → protein-SSH + H2O) as a key 
mediator of the antioxidative and cytoprotective effects of NAC[84]. However, NAC also undergoes direct 
interactions with proteins containing reactive cysteine thiol groups, such as Raf-1, MEK and ERK via thiol-
disulfide exchange[85] and hence, could react with KEAP1 to allow NRF2 activation. Furthermore, NAC 
directly reacts with many other small molecules (isothiocyanates, diallyl sulfides or triterpenoids), which 
themselves have the ability to interact with thiol-containing proteins. Thus, great caution must be exercised 
when interpreting results where NAC has been used primarily for its antioxidant effect or to demonstrate 
the involvement of ROS in drug-induced cancer cell death, as NAC effects may vary depending on the 
concentration applied, the oxygen level and other reactive drugs in the system. Furthermore, agents 
like NAC could work independently of KEAP1 to directly activate NRF2 by acetylating critical lysine 
residues[86] enabling NRF2 to go to the nucleus of cells[87].

The NAC mediated activation of HIF-1 protein stabilization is more likely to occur under long-term NAC 
treatment due to modifying redox homeostasis via PHD inhibition and NRF2 activation, whereas over the 
short-term, high levels of NAC directly inhibit HIF-1 activity and the hypoxic responses taking place in-
side cancer cells in vitro and in vivo[88-90]. Thus, treating either PyMT or EO771 breast cancer cell lines with 
25 mmol/L NAC prevented HIF-1α stabilization (over 2 h) under either hypoxia or normoxia in vitro[88]. 
NAC treatment had no effect on HIF-2 expression. Over 8 h, NAC treatment (10-25 mmol/L) prevented sta-
bilization of HIF-1α and decreased vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) secretion in response to hy-
poxia in breast tumor cells in vitro, but did not alter the hypoxia-induced increase in mRNA expression for 
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VEGF and lysyl oxidase (LOX). In vivo, mice supplemented with NAC (40 mmol/L fresh daily) in drinking 
water showed significantly increased GSH levels in their blood within 48 h and maintained these elevated 
levels for ensuing weeks of continued treatment. NAC (40 mmol/L/daily in drinking water) did not trans-
late to a difference in the primary tumor growth or the hypoxic state of primary tumors (by either HIF-1 
expression or hypoxia level detected with pimonidazole) which remained similar to that seen in primary 
tumors in the untreated control mice[88]. However, NAC treatment given in vivo did significantly increase 
the lung metastatic burden in the EO771 experimental breast cancer metastasis model, consistent with 
NAC antioxidant as not advisable for post-diagnosis cancer therapy. Again, it would have been of interest 
to examine the NRF2-HIF-1 levels inside the metastatic tumor cell population.

In a related study using several different models of tumorigenesis including human P493 B lymphoma cells 
with conditional MYC or PC3 prostate carcinoma cells with 10 mmol/L NAC diminished HIF-1α protein 
stabilization and activity over 8-24 h and VEGF secretion under hypoxic conditions (1% O2)

[89], it was iden-
tified that NAC treatment also lowered the MYC induced ROS production and γ-H2AX level in the cancer 
cells but there were no other signs of genomic instability. In an inducible MYC transgenic murine hepa-
tocarcinoma model, providing NAC (40 mmol/L/daily in drinking water) to pregnant females prevented 
offspring from subsequently developing liver cancers compared to untreated mice. Hence, NAC or vitamin 
C used at very high levels to remove cellular ROS caused PHD2 reactivation and HIF-1α degradation in a 
VHL-dependent manner with loss of HIF-1 over the short term, even in hypoxia[89]. A study of epithelial to 
mesenchymal transition 6 (EMT6) triple negative breast cancer cells in mice undergoing metastatic colo-
nization over several days during extravasation into the lungs showed during this time that metastasizing 
cells increased their HIF-1 activity in a manner that was hypoxia-independent but ROS-dependent[90]. This 
activation of HIF-1 most likely correlates with ROS mediated inactivation of KEAP1 and/or stabilization of 
active NRF2 to upregulate HIF-1 expression. The increased HIF-1 level was confirmed by correlating with 
induced expression of lactate dehydrogenase A and phosphorylation of the E1a subunit of pyruvate dehy-
drogenase, consistent with HIF-1 reprogramming of energy metabolism from a predominant oxidative 
(OxPhos-dependent) state to a non-oxidative anaerobic glycolysis-dependent state.

The bolus administration of very high doses of NAC (1 g/kg/administration, 2 injections/day from 1 to 6 
days after i.v. transplantation of tumor cells) or the use of the HIF-1 inhibitor, YC-1, impeded the metabolic 
reprogramming of cancer cells, eventually suppressing the formation of metastatic lung tumors[90]. These 
results are consistent with an earlier study of B16F10 metastasis to the lung after subcutaneous injection 
where increasing NAC to very high dosage (up to 4 g/kg dose, with the latter having no metastases at all) 
showed dose related inhibition of both primary tumor size and corresponding numbers of lung metastases 
after 4 weeks[91]. This situation would be consistent with NAC at very high levels inhibiting the ROS-NRF2-
HIF-1-mediated metabolic reprogramming responsible for migration, invasion and survival of metastatic 
cancers during their metastatic colonization in the lungs. Very high NAC levels will help adapt the redox 
homeostasis in cancer cells back to a lower level by lowering ROS and pro-oxidative stress, increasing GSH/
GSSG ratios and preventing tumor growth.

Further evidence for the role of HIF-1 in tumor metastasis was shown by treating B16F10 cells with 
intermittent hypoxia, in which case significantly increased levels of ROS generation and HIF-1 protein 
levels were obtained[92]. Mice were subjected to whole body intermittent hypoxia after implantation of 
B16F10 melanoma cells, which increased the number and weight of metastatic colonies growing in their 
lungs[92]. Examining the lungs containing tumor metastases showed greater oxidative stress assessed 
by increased p22phox, SOD mRNA levels and NRF2 protein levels, as well as increased inf lammatory 
markers, TNF-α and IL-6 mRNA levels and NF-κB p65 protein levels. In these studies, mice were treated 
with Tempol (4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl), a broadly effective agent for detoxifying 
ROS as a cell membrane-permeable nitroxide that dismutates superoxide, facilitates hydrogen peroxide 
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metabolism by catalase-like actions, and limits formation of hydroxyl radicals when it is reduced to 
the amine derivative. Thus, Tempol treatment counteracted the hypoxia/ROS-induced melanoma lung 
metastasis in mice by decreasing the levels of oxidative stress and inflammatory responses.

A related study using intermittent hypoxia to treat breast cancer cell lines in culture showed similar 
findings when cells adapted after successive rounds of hypoxia were then injected intravenously into 
syngeneic mice[93]. Again, as in the studies above, intermittent hypoxia treatment of breast cancer cell 
cultures subsequently enhanced their metastatic seeding and outgrowth into the lungs when transplanted 
in vivo. Furthermore, exposing these mammary tumor cells to intermittent hypoxia promoted clonal 
diversity, upregulated metastasis-associated gene expression, induced a pro-tumorigenic secretory profile, 
increased stem-like cell marker expression, and gave rise to tumor-initiating cells at a relatively higher 
frequency[93]. Thus, the evidence from many studies is consistent that intermittent hypoxia reprograms 
cancer cells by inducing a number of genetic, molecular, biochemical, and cellular changes to support 
tumor cell survival, colonization, and the creation of a permissive microenvironment to enhance metastatic 
growth.

In a study repurposing common drugs used to treat human type 2 diabetes mellitus, including the 
hypoglycemic dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors (DPP-4i) saxagliptin and sitagliptin, as well as α-lipoic acid, 
it was shown that their use did not increase the frequency of primary tumor incidence[52]. However, these 
drugs did increase the risk of metastasis from existing tumors[52]. Specifically, the drugs induced prolonged 
activation of NRF2 and a cellular antioxidant response by inhibiting KEAP1-dependent ubiquitination 
mediated NRF2 degradation. Therefore, it was proposed that these drugs were acting as antioxidants, 
which is doubtful. Rather they are more likely to be reactive drugs capable of NRF2 activation. Thus, in 
cellular states with heightened oxidative stress, the KEAP1 cysteine sulfhydryl groups may be modified by 
electrophilic reactive species that disrupt KEAP1-NRF2 interactions [Figures 2 and 3]. This would cause 
NRF2 release and activation to upregulate expression of metastasis-associated proteins, increase cancer 
cell migration, promoting metastasis, as seen in xenograft mouse models[52]. Accordingly, knockdown of 
NRF2 expression attenuated naturally occurring or DPP-4i-induced tumor metastasis, whereas NRF2 
activation accelerated metastasis. In human liver cancer tissue samples, higher NRF2 expression correlated 
with metastasis[52]. Hence, this is a further mechanism whereby agents that first appear to be antioxidants, 
when used during cancer therapy could activate greater NRF2 signaling to promote cancer metastatic 
progression in patients.

Another aspect to NRF2’s role in tumorigenesis relates to the host immune response. It was shown that 
Nrf2 deficiency in the host animal but not of the cancer cells led to increased local tumor growth in 
the Nrf2 null mice after subcutaneous injection of wild type B16F10 melanoma cells, as indicated by an 
increased proportion of animals with locally palpable tumor mass and time-dependent increases in tumor 
volume at the primary site of injection[94]. Further, the Nrf2 null host mice showed a remarkable increase 
in lung metastasis by B16F10 melanoma cells as compared with wild-type mice[94]. Thus, factors such as a 
hypoxic tumor microenvironment would normally promote an anticancer immune response, but not in 
the absence of any capacity for expression of NRF2 in the host stroma and immune cells. Again, the results 
are consistent with the proposal that the usage of systemic antioxidant therapy which will act to suppress 
NRF2 protein levels in host cells could also be highly counterproductive due to their inhibitory potential 
for host immune responses.

In summary, although dietary antioxidants may be beneficial in helping prevent carcinogenesis in the 
initiation stages, they appear to be ill advised in the period post-cancer diagnosis where these agents 
promote greater malignancy and metastatic progression by helping activate the NRF2-HIF-1 axis. Hence, 
a different approach will be required to enhance anticancer responses post-diagnosis which will target the 
specific reprogrammed differences existing in the more highly advanced/metastatic tumor cells.
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NSAIDs as chemopreventatives and effective anticancer agents
The NSAIDs are the most commonly used medicine for inf lammatory diseases, providing effective 
management of pain, fever, f lushing and edema. This therapeutic benefit is ascribed to their designated 
(purported) function as inhibitors of the cyclooxygenases (prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthases 
as enzymes involved in producing pro-inf lammatory prostanoids, including thromboxane and 
prostaglandins)[95,96]. However, extensive support for NSAIDs having other functions as anticancer drugs is 
emerging and this evidence is reviewed here.

First evidence for anticancer activity from chemoprevention with the use of NSAIDs in familial 
adenomatous polyposis
Celecoxib was originally developed as a selective cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) NSAID used to treat the pain 
and inflammation of osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis and other acute forms 
of pain. Celecoxib was designed to provide analgesia similar to the earlier NSAIDs such as ibuprofen 
and naproxen but offering much lower gastrointestinal side effects by not targeting COX-1. Early on, 
NSAIDs were recognized for lowering the risk of colorectal cancers (for review, see[97]) and in 2004, 
Celebrex (celecoxib) was the first to gain United States Federal Drug Admininistration (USFDA) approval 
for the purpose of decreasing polyp formation in familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) [Table 1]. In 
this situation, celecoxib acts as a chemopreventative agent, lowering the incidence of polyp formation 
by about 30%, thereby impeding patients’ progression to developing advanced colorectal cancer[98]. In 
patients post-diagnosis after treatment for sporadic polyposis, taking celecoxib (400 mg daily) was also 
shown to decrease by 41% the incidence of adenoma recurrence or onset of advanced adenoma detected 
after 5 years[99,100]. More recently the USFDA has given the combination of another NSAID, sulindac with 
the ornithine decarboxylase inhibitor, ef lornithine, [dif luoromethylornithine (DFMO)] fast-track status 
for use in FAP, although it has yet to be approved. When the polyp burden was assessed for the entire 
colorectum by endoscopy, the DFMO/sulindac treated FAP patient group showed a lower 3-year incidence 
of subsequent high-risk adenomas by > 90 % vs. only a 36 % decrease (P = 0.01) in the sulindac monotherapy 
group. However, more clinical trials are required to complete the supportive evidence before approval 
can be granted[101]. A similar international randomized trial comparing combined celecoxib + DFMO to 
celecoxib alone showed a synergy with the combination providing an average decrease for video based 
assessment of global polyps by 80% vs. 33% for celecoxib alone (P = 0.03)[102]. From the above outcomes (see 
Table 1 for summary), it is clear that chemoprevention with NSAIDs works very successfully for colorectal 
cancer.

Evidence for NSAID based chemoprevention against colorectal cancer in general
Several more recent studies have indicated that low, non-toxic doses of NSAIDs (including the low cost 
drug, aspirin) should be considered for approval or at least recommended for extended use across the 
entire population for the chemoprevention of colorectal cancers[103]. For example, it has been shown that 
aspirin use was more effective than either fecal occult blood testing (RR = 0.36; 95% CI: 0.22-0.59) or 
flexible sigmoidoscopy (RR = 0.37; CI: 0.22-0.62) in preventing death from or cancer development in the 
proximal colon and was equally effective to the other screening methods for lowering the colorectal cancer 
incidence and mortality[104]. One biomarker for responsiveness to aspirin under consideration is the tumor 
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase, catalytic subunit alpha (PIK3CA) mutation linked with 
greater effectiveness from regular aspirin use post-diagnosis by lowering total mortality from colorectal 
cancer by 29%-46% (RR = 0.71; CI: 0.51-0.99, P = 0.04[105] and HR = 0.54; CI: 0.31-0.94, P = 0.01[106]). Aspirin 
(N-acetylsalicylic acid) extensively acetylates proteins in vivo and may also react to put salicylate groups 
on proteins[107]. As such, aspirin related drugs can modulate KEAP1 function[108] inducing NRF2 signaling 
as an antioxidant chemopreventative drug[109] or as an alternative mechanism similar to other NSAIDs by 
increasing ROS levels in cancer cells as outlined further below. The exact effects exerted by drugs such as 
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NAC or aspirin on cellular redox will depend on their relative concentrations, reaction rates and affinity 
for GSH (pro-oxidative effect) or the Cys-thiol groups on redox regulatory proteins such as the KEAP1/
NRF2 hub (antioxidant effect) vs. TrXR (antioxidant effect)[110].

NSAIDs as chemopreventatives post-cancer diagnosis lower the incidence of recurrence or 
metastasis
In a comprehensive study of 2,419 patients with invasive colorectal cancer during 1997-2008 from registries 
in the USA, Canada and Australia, with a median follow-up period of 10.8 years since diagnosis, survival 
in the post-diagnostic non-users was compared with NSAID users[111]. The results showed significant 
decrease in all-cause mortality [hazard ratio (HR) = 0.75; CI: 0.59-0.95] and marked reduction in colorectal 
cancer specific mortality (HR = 0.44; CI: 0.47-0.86), notably with aspirin use. By comparison, the decreased 
mortality from any NSAID use post-diagnosis was only significantly improved in the Kirsten Rat Sarcoma 
(KRAS) wild-type protein expressing tumors (HR = 0.60; CI: 0.46-0.80), but not for the more malignant 
KRAS-mutant tumors (HR = 1.24; CI: 0.78-1.96).
Beyond FAP and genera l colorecta l cancer, the evidence is now suf f icient ly substantia l for 
recommendations that the population consider taking NSAIDs regularly over the long term in low doses 
as a chemoprevention against all types of cancer[112-114]. Historically, many population-based longitudinal 
studies with other cancer types and patients prescribed NSAIDs have been reported, including several 
recent meta-analyses summarizing the findings[104,111,114,115]. The outcomes from many studies have 
consistently outlined the benefits accrued from using NSAIDs either in the setting of pre- or postoperative 
use to treat cancer[116], and particularly in a manner similar to that with FAP, by lowering risks of 
recurrence or progression to metastatic cancer post-diagnosis[113,117-119]. Given the abundance of recent meta-
analyses, such studies will not be reviewed here except for those having a direct bearing on the main point 
of this review - that the NSAIDs preferentially work when used as a therapy for advanced stage metastatic 
disease (for a summary of the clinical evidence, in Table 1).

Type of cancer NSAID Treatment Combination with Clinical outcome Ref.
FAP Celecoxib 400 mg bi-daily None Lowering polyp formation (30%) [97,98]

CRC Celecoxib 400 mg daily None Lowering 5-year risk of advanced 
adenoma by 41%

[99,100]

CRC Sulindac 150 mg daily +DFMO
(750 mg daily)

3-year high risk adenomas lower by > 
90% vs.  sulindac monotherapy (30%)

[101]

CRC Celecoxib 400 mg bi-daily +DFMO
(250-1250 mg daily)

Decrease global polyp assessment by 
80% vs.  celecoxib monotherapy (33%)

[102]

Proximal colon Aspirin 75, 100, 300 or 
600 mg/day

None 50% reduction in deaths from CRC with 
metastasis free at diagnosis; 50%-70% 
reduction in distant metastases

[103,104]

CRC Aspirin vs.  
other NSAIDS

Any dose None Long term low dose decreased CRC 
mortality by 56% over 10-year follow-
up & by 40% post-diagnosis mortality in 
KRAS wild type CRC

[111]

Distant metastasis by 
Br or Pr Ca

Several 
NSAIDS

pre- vs.  post-
operative NSAID 
use vs.  non-users

None NSAIDS decreased incidence of 
metastatic cancer post-cancer diagnosis 
by ~ 50%

[120]

Unretractable 
metastatic CRC

Celecoxib 200 mg bi-daily
400 mg bi-daily

FOLFOX4
Capecitabine

45% survival at 3 years, 4 CR’s
93/195 complete response rate

[168-172]

REACT Her2-, 
resected Br Ca.

Celecoxib 400 mg daily 48% decreased recurrence after 2 years [173]

NSCLC meta-analysis COXIBs Chemotherapy 40% increase in response rates [174]

STAMPEDE prostate 
cancer

Celecoxib 400 mg bi-daily Zoledronic acid
(4 mg)

22% increased overall survival at median 
follow-up of 5 years

[175]

Table 1. Summary of NSAID prevention against metastatic cancers in clinical trials.

NSAID: non steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; CRC: colorectal cancer; Pr Ca: prostate cancer; NSCLC: non small cell lung cancer; DFMO: 
alpha-difluoromethylornithine; CR: complete response
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In particular, in this regard, a recent very large retrospective meta-analysis of the decrease in cancer 
metastasis with NSAID use is noteworthy and reported on data from 16 previous studies of various 
cancer types and a total of 202,780 participants[120]. The common observation from their analysis was the 
significantly lower risk ratios for distant metastasis found across the majority of cancer types comparing 
pre- vs. postoperative NSAID use relative to non-users [overall response rate (ORR) = 0.708; CI: 0.586-0.856, 
and RR = 0.484; CI: 0.393-0.595, respectively]. This included prostate cancer (pre-diagnostic use: RR = 0.874; 
CI: 0.787-0.97; post-diagnostic use: RR = 0.482; CI: 0.359-0.647), and breast cancer (pre-diagnostic use: 
RR = 0.644; CI: 0.565-0.735; post-diagnostic use: RR = 0.485; CI: 0.362-0.651). These results are typical and 
show that the NSAIDs in general will decrease the incidence of metastatic cancer post-cancer diagnosis by 
about 50%.

Enhanced clinical outcomes from using NSAIDs combined with chemotherapy for advanced 
stage metastatic cancers
The reasons for the consistent differences observed between pre- and post-diagnostic use or pre- vs. post-
operational use, with post-use showing a much lower relative risk of cancer related mortality have yet 
to be conclusively identified. However, we propose that one essential basis for these differences relates to 
the effectiveness of the drugs with the timing of treatment (post being more important and NSAIDs are 
much more effective in this situation) together with the extent of metastatic burden of the disease (with 
the NSAIDs showing activity predominantly greater effective benefit in the context of metastatic disease 
for the reasons outlined below). Importantly, overall in the above large scale study, comparing to the 
reference non-user group, those cancer patients prescribed the NSAIDs showed a significant and marked 
reduction in their subsequent risk from developing metastatic tumors (RR = 0.623; CI: 0.515-0.753, P < 
0.001). From these studies and many others, it can be concluded that in a majority of cases the outcomes 
clearly demonstrate the benefits from NSAID prescriptions after cancer diagnosis, which are commonly 
associated with lower all-cause mortality amongst cancer patients [Table 1]. The lowering of post-diagnostic 
cancer with NSAID use applies not only to FAP and colorectal cancer but also to breast[121], prostate[122,123], 
melanoma[124], oesophageal[125], gastrointestinal[126] and endometrial[127,128] cancers. Clearly, if the NSAIDs are 
utilized and administered with the correct timing and for the appropriate stages of advanced disease, they 
should work across all types of cancers and lower the burden caused by metastatic disease.

At this point, it should be noted that a few studies have been reported which did not find associations 
between aspirin or NSAID use and lower cancer mortality[121,129,130] and in some cases, they have been 
associated with even greater mortality[131]. Importantly, considerable caution and care must be taken with 
such studies where patients may be using the NSAIDs to offset pain in the terminal phases of cancers. 
For example, when NSAID use during the last three years of patient follow-up before death was excluded, 
it completely reversed the findings from one of higher mortality to a much lower mortality shown for 
the NSAID users relative to non-users, in line with the majority of studies. Hence, including the time 
period up until death (i.e., overall survival) can greatly and grossly adversely affect the observations[122]. In 
addition, the importance of comprehensive exposure definitions (duration of use, timing, consistency and 
intensity/dose) and evaluation of potential effect modification, co-morbidities or other user characteristics 
such as gastrointestinal and cardiovascular status, blood pressure, body mass index or obesity should also 
be evaluated[132].

The importance of cancer staging in the clinical benefit from the NSAIDs and why their use 
enhances outcomes as chemopreventatives or chemosensitizing agents that induce greater 
pro-oxidative stress
To summarize, different cancer cell types and stages alter the efficacy of the NSAIDs considerably when 
tested as anticancer agents, particularly when the bulk of supportive evidence in the clinical setting of 
metastatic malignant disease post-cancer diagnosis is assessed. This situation has, until now, been further 
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compounded by a lack of a precise understanding of how the NSAIDs act to kill cancer cells (for review 
see[133]). Current understanding of NSAID function as anticancer agents and our recent elucidation 
of their mitochondrial targeting (as mitocans) is reviewed below, as well as clinical data from human 
trials in advanced cancer. The mounting evidence is now clear that NSAIDs, and particularly celecoxib, 
significantly enhance advanced cancer patient responses to the existing commonly used chemotherapies 
and lower the burden of metastatic disease. One of the main aims of this review is then to promote 
increased understanding and extended clinical usage of celecoxib when treating advanced stage metastatic 
disease, for example in drug unresponsive tumors like triple negative breast cancers.

Based on the deregulated redox homeostasis in cancer cells and increased ROS levels promoting 
tumor growth and malignant progression by metabolic reprogramming in tumors associated with 
enhanced antioxidant ability as a common feature, it has been proposed that tumors can be sensitized 
to chemotherapy and other canonical antitumor treatments by disabling antioxidant defenses (NADPH 
and GSH) through metabolic inhibition[134,135]. Overloading cancer cells by exacerbating oxidative stress 
potentiates chemotherapeutic responses and can also improve responses to radiation therapy[135,136]. Such 
studies underscore the importance of understanding the regulatory systems operating in cancer cells to 
then be able to use agents like the NSAIDs appropriately for therapeutic benefit in treating disease [Figure 4]. 
Whereas it has been commonly reported that the mechanism of cancer therapy obtained with NSAIDs can 
be ascribed to their activity as potent drugs capable of inhibiting the COX’s, attempts to link RRs in cancer 
patients with tumor levels of COX expression have been largely unsuccessful[137,138]. While these actions 
may account for a fraction of the events in response to NSAID treatment occurring in vivo, the bulk of 
recent evidence shows that targeting such enzyme systems is inadequate and does not explain the majority 
of their anticancer functions, but rather, indicates that other more important off-target activities in cancer 
cells do exist. We propose that one of the key targets of NSAIDs is the mitochondria in cancer cells and 
that NSAIDs should be repurposed for post-diagnostic therapy of cancer by exploiting pro-oxidative ROS 
production to kill metastatic cancer cells.

NSAIDs function as pro-oxidative anticancer drugs independent of COX or other enzymatic 
inhibition
Several lines of evidence have convincingly shown that COX inhibition is not the main mode of action for 
the anticancer effectiveness of NSAIDs. First, comparing the relative anticancer activities and structure/
function of the different NSAIDs revealed that their actions as anticancer agents usually involve higher 
or lower drug concentrations than the inhibition constant (Ki or Kd) required to inhibit the COX 
activities[139-141], with many working independently of their COX inhibitory potential. For instance, doses 
of acetylsalicylic acid used to decrease inflammation are much higher than those required to inhibit COX 
activity. Second, several studies have established that NSAID derivatives and homologs that do not inhibit 
COX function, nevertheless exhibit undiminished anticancer responses[142-145]. Third, the evidence shows 
COX inhibitors to be equally effective against COX-null cancer cell lines[146,147]. Thus, on multiple bases, it 
can be concluded that COX inhibition is not the predominant driver of the anticancer effect exhibited by 
this class of drugs.

Similar to the other NSAIDs, structurally related homologs of celecoxib exist with even greater 
potency as anticancer agents, but they do not bind or inhibit COX’s. For example, dimethylcelecoxib 
is a COX-null celecoxib derivative containing an additional methyl group compared to the prototypic 
3-methylcelecoxib. Zhu et al.[148] (2002) showed that modifying the side groups and enlargement of the 
hydrophobic aryl moiety by adding the second methyl group (as 2,5-dimethylcelecoxib or more specifically 
4-(5-(2,5-Dimethylphenyl)-3-(trif luoromethyl)-1H-pyrazol-1-yl)benzenesulfonamide) promoted apoptosis 
more effectively than celecoxib. This mechanism is in contrast to the action of celecoxib in COX-2 
inhibition, which has stringent requirements in regard to the stereo-specific arrangement of the 3’ methyl 
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group on celecoxib and the benzenesulphonamide moiety. Another COX-null homolog of celecoxib, E7123 
or 4-(5-(2,5-dimethylphenyl)-3-(trif luoromethyl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-1-yl)benzenesulfonamide was 
also much more potent than celecoxib in killing cancer cells[149-151].

NSAIDs target mitochondrial ROS production to trigger apoptosis of metastatic cancer cells 
and cancer stem cells and celecoxib is a potent exemplar
Previously, we reviewed the role of NSAIDs as “hitting the bulls-eye” in cancer cells by targeting mito-
chondrial function to trigger cell death via the intrinsic mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis[152]. Our more 
recent studies examined five different NSAIDs and showed that adding them to metastatic cancer cell lines 
in culture resulted in a progressive increase in ROS production from mitochondria to trigger ensuing cy-
totoxicity, by activating the intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway. Celecoxib showed much greater potency 
than the other NSAIDs tested. Similar observations applied to isolated and purified preparations of mito-
chondria where upon addition of celecoxib in low micromolar concentrations abruptly induced production 
of superoxide by disrupting the respiratory chain electron transfer and mitochondrial metabolism thereby 
inducing ROS production directly from the mitochondria[153]. These results applied to mitochondria iso-
lated from both normal tissues and hepatoma cells. Thus, our data indicate that when the mitochondria are 
removed from their normal intracellular milieu with the cytosol full of antioxidant systems, they become 
very sensitive to the direct action of celecoxib on ROS production. Furthermore, we showed[153,154] that 
one aspect of celecoxib’s activities important for cancer cell death is that it can, at sufficiently high levels, 
directly inhibit mitochondrial respiration, the transmembrane electrical potential and ATP production 
and induces excess superoxide as a by-product from the electron transport chain, which in turn, triggers 
caspase activation and apoptosis of cancer cells. Thus, even at low levels, celecoxib interferes with the mito-
chondrial respiratory pathway of cancer cells to promote excessive ROS production[153]. Moreover, celecoxib 
at doses assayed to block OxPhos and cellular growth (10 μmol/L) severely decreased triple negative breast 
cancer cell (MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468) migration (60%) and invasiveness (25%-55%) potential[154]. 
Celecoxib was recently shown to inhibit breast cancer stem cell self-renewal, sensitize against chemo-
resistance, inhibit EMT, and attenuate metastasis and tumorigenesis[155]. Although a similar report on blad-
der cancer suggested that the mechanism for the actions of celecoxib on cancer stem cells is mediated by 
inhibiting COX-2 and prostaglandin synthesis[156], this is unlikely to be the cause given the evidence cited 
above for mitochondrial pro-oxidant activity.

Celecoxib (1-10 μmol/L) treatment of J774 myelomonocytic leukemia cells, vascular smooth muscle cells 
or human umbilical vein and aortic endothelial cells has been shown to increase mitochondrial ROS and 
NRF2 nuclear activation via PI3K/Akt, p-38 and p-ERK signaling[157,158] or AMPK/CREB[159]. Celecoxib 
together with hypoxia produced greater expression levels of heme oxygenase HO-1[157]. This activation was 
inhibited by pretreating cells for 30 min with 10 mmol/L NAC and was COX-independent but was not seen 
with rofecoxib, ibuprofen, naproxen or indomethacin[157-159]. It follows that celecoxib should uniquely acti-
vate NRF2 inside metastatic cancer cells or cancer stem cells, but this is unlikely to be sufficient to protect 
against the excessive mitochondrial ROS overloading the antioxidant system with ensuing cytotoxicity 
[Figure 4].

Celecoxib in combination with chemotherapy synergistically improves responses against 
advanced stage metastatic disease in pre-clinical animal models of cancer
Although many reports of pre-clinical studies with animal or human xenografted cancer cell lines treated 
with NSAIDs have been published, only celecoxib will be reviewed here where the focus has been on 
celecoxib and its exceptional ability to target metastastic cancer cells and synergize with chemotherapy. 
Thus, synergistic anticancer effects have been attained by combining celecoxib in murine models of 
colorectal cancer with either 5-f luorouracil (5-FU)[160] or with oxaliplatin[161]; in melanoma models with 
dacarbazine[162] or with doxorubicin for metastatic murine breast cancer[163]. Hence, the pre-clinical findings 
are consistent with the ability of celecoxib to chemosensitize cancer cells rendering them more susceptible 
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to other anticancer drugs. Drugs like celecoxib have proven to offer further advantages in that they have 
been shown to kill cancer cells independently of MDR[164,165] or p53 or DNA mismatch repair enzymes 
(reviewed in[152,166]), because as we have shown, they kill by targeting mitochondrial metabolism[152-154,167].

Celecoxib in combination with chemotherapy has shown curative efficacy in clinical trials of 
advanced stage metastatic human cancers
An extensive analysis of NSAIDs and their use to treat human cancer is beyond the scope of this review. 
A basic Pubmed search restricted to celecoxib with the key words “clinical trial”, “cancer” and “celecoxib” 
provided about 424 studies. In the site https//:clinicaltrials.gov, 359 listed studies include celecoxib and 
cancer for either the prevention, treatment and decreased symptoms or cancer recurrence for a wide range 
of cancers including: breast, bladder, pancreatic, colorectal, lung, head and neck, prostate, ovarian, uterine, 
liver and bile duct, cervical and renal. The main message from these studies is that where the NSAIDs have 
been combined with the standard of care treatments in the clinical setting for advanced stage metastatic 
disease, they have often shown significant improvements in outcomes. The successful results of clinical 
trials where celecoxib has been combined with commonly used chemotherapies are summarized in Table 1 
and as follows.

A “curative” efficacy was reported following combination standard of care chemotherapy (FOLFOX4) with 
celecoxib for advanced unresectable metastatic adenocarcinoma of the colorectal area[168]. The Activate 
tumor from Dormancy And Potentiate its Targeting (ADAPT) phase II trial examined capecitabine and 
celecoxib ± radiation following first-line chemotherapy and showed a higher complete response (CR) rate 
and prolonged survival with the celecoxib combination in stage IV unresectable metastatic colorectal 
cancer patients at the 10-year follow-up[169-172]. The Randomised EuropeAn celecoxib trial (REACT) of 
primary breast cancer subgroup analysis after 5-year follow-up showed that the 655 breast cancer patients 
who did not have subsequent adjuvant chemotherapy, nevertheless greatly benefited from being prescribed 
celecoxib, with a decreased recurrence (HR = 0.62; CI: 0.38-1.00)[173]. In non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), 
a statistically significant improved response with COX-2 inhibitors added to first-line treatment was 
reported for advanced stage disease (RR = 1.39; CI: 1.19-1.63). Increased ORRs were also observed with 
COX-2 inhibitors added to chemotherapy (RR = 1.40; CI: 1.20-1.63)[174]. In the large Systemic Therapy in 
Advancing or Metastatic Prostate Cancer: Evaluation of Drug Efficacy (STAMPEDE) trial, similar to the 
REACT breast cancer study above, subgroup analysis of patients with metastases at baseline showed a 
significant improvement in both the overall survival (HR = 0.78; CI, 0.62-0.99, P = 0.04) and failure-free 
survival (HR = 0.77; CI: 0.63-0.93, P = 0.008) for the celecoxib/zoledronic acid group compared with the 
control group[175].

CONCLUSION
It is becoming clear from the greater understanding of differences occurring in tumor cells during the 
progression to advanced stages of metastatic disease that a precise basis exists for specifically targeting such 
tumors and eliminating them. Thus, with reversible or irreversible changes in the NRF2-HIF-1 axis, redox 
mediated reprogramming of gene expression occurs associated with metabolic change and greater endemic 
mitochondrial ROS/pro-oxidative states. Hence, we have now identified a specific cancer drug target, the 
mitochondria. Based on the evidence, we can conclude that use of antioxidant strategies is ill advisable after 
cancer diagnosis, as it is too late to prevent tumors from arising, but instead will promote their further 
metastatic progression. However, pro-oxidative agents like celecoxib which target mitochondrial ROS 
production to further tip the redox balance over and beyond the limits of cell survival by overwhelming 
the antioxidant defense systems in these tumor cells, will cause their mass destruction. This pro-oxidative 
overkill synergizes when combined with standard chemotherapeutic treatments targeting other aspects 
of cancer cell replication and survival, significantly improving patient responses and survival with post-
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diagnosis treatment, lowering recurrence rates. Such combination therapies have even shown significant 
curative benefits for hitherto refractory tumors. The implications from these findings are that repurposing 
drugs such as NSAIDs like celecoxib or other agents that work in similar fashion should be highly 
encouraged, as should their use in more clinical trials of metastatic disease and where biomarkers such as 
constitutive NRF2-HIF protein expression are well defined.
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